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Overview | April 2022
On the heels of the infamous Log4Shell, Java continued to be plagued by impactful vulnerabilities in April – namely Spring4Shell.
While the conditions for exploitation of Spring4Shell are not as commonly found, third-party observations of active exploitation
from threat actors deploying Mirai DDoS bots or Crypto-currency miner payloads underscore the threat actor interest and
efficacy of this recent vulnerability.
The Russo-Ukraine conflict continues… and with it, interest from other nation-states and cybercriminal actors seeking to exploit
the relevant theme in their intrusion campaigns – IcedID/Bokbot, Lyceum, Machete, SideWinder.
Russian state-sponsored threat SandWorm is attributed to OT/ICS (Operational Technology / Industrial Control System)
malware toolset INCONTROLLER (aka PipeDream) Specific malware indicators were not publicly released, though YARA
signatures were provided to the community to assist in hunting this threat. Cybersecurity authorities for the “5-Eyes” nations have
posted an updated joint advisory outlining Russian cyber threat actor interests and activities as well as a set of recommended
mitigations for IT and OT environments to limit risk from these actors - https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-110a.
Chinese state-sponsored threat HAFNIUM is attributed to operations involving Tarrask, a malware tool-set capable of evading
forensic discovery by using a privilege escalation technique to remove evidence of its persistence mechanisms (e.g., scheduled
tasks).
In response, Fidelis Cybersecurity enhanced our capabilities against Russian and Chinese threats as well as our capabilities
against cybercriminal threats operating malware such as Emotet, SolarMarker, PYSA ransomware, and BlackGuard info stealer.
These enhancements provide our clients with alerting and detection capabilities (via curated Intelligence feeds) on the most
recent or prolific threats.

Key Findings | April 2022
Spring4Shell

Spring4Shell is the community name given to CVE-2022-22965, a Remote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability discovered in the
Spring web framework (e.g., Spring MVC, Spring Webflux) running with JDK9+ (Java Development Kit) as a Java WAR (Web
Application Resource or Web application ARchive) on an instance of Apache Tomcat. The Proof-of-Concept (PoC) example
released to date requires the following conditions for exploitation of the vulnerability:
•
•
•
•
•

JDK9+
Application packaged as WAR
Spring-webmvc or spring-webflux dependency
Spring Framework versions 5.3.0 thru 5.3.17, 5.2.0 thru 5.2.19, or older
Apache Tomcat (as Servlet container)

The current working exploit example relies on specific criteria which likely does not reflect default configuration options for many
commonly deployed Spring applications. The PoC example relies on the ability to manipulate a specific class loader running
in a Tomcat container instance; different from a class loader used in a standalone application running the Spring framework.
We caveat this assessment with the understanding that there may be additional methods of exploitation which remain to be
discovered/demonstrated. We recommend patching the vulnerability as quickly as time and resources will allow, as it faces
considerable visibility/scrutiny, which likely includes threat actors or researchers looking for alternative methods of exploitation
beyond what is currently publicly known. There are also workaround mitigations provided if immediate patching is not possible
for your organization. Fidelis Deception 9.5 release enables clients to stand up a Spring4Shell decoy system.
Active Exploitation Attempts
The Spring4Shell (CVE-2022-22965) remote code execution vulnerability very likely has been under active exploitation from
threat actors of varying skill and motivation since at least 31 March 2022. In a recent observed instance, the vulnerability was
likely targeting victims in south-east Asia and serving as the initial access vector for threat actors distributing and deploying Mirai
payloads.
Mirai is a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) malware which is capable commandeering embedded systems (e.g., routers,
modems, operational technology) as well as traditional enterprise systems (e.g., servers, endpoints) to form a DDoS botnet.
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Mirai source code was made public in 2016 and available for download. There are several variants which have emerged over
the years, targeting many different system architectures including, but not limited to ARM, MIPS, PowerPC, and x86/64.
Actors attempting to exploit Spring4Shell are likely to leverage the vulnerable class.classLoader function of the Spring framework
to create and deploy a web shell (random_name.jsp) in the /webapps/ROOT/ path for Apache Tomcat, enabling them to execute
a shell (remotely) and issue further commands with elevated privileges.
In this specific instance, threat actors leveraged the established web shell to execute a simple bash (random_name.sh) script
which leveraged wget and chmod to download and execute the Mirai payloads. The bash script also removed the payload from
disk upon execution (running memory resident).
Fidelis Cybersecurity has incorporated known network and file-based indicators to provide clients with alerting/detection
capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis Endpoint products.

IcedID

IcedID, also identified as Bokbot, was recently leveraged for a phishing campaign against Ukrainian citizens. CERT-UA attributes
the activity to threat group UAC-0098 and identifies the initial access vector as a Microsoft Excel document harboring malicious
macro code (e.g., Мобілізаційний реєстр.xls - Mobilization Register). The lure document is themed to reference registration for
military service. When opened, an embedded macro downloads and executes an IcedID payload.
IcedID is a modular trojan, popular with Russian-speaking cybercriminals. It first emerged publicly in 2017, delivered through
the infamous Emotet botnet. It is now commonly purposed as a loader, leading to intrusion chains which often facilitate the
deployment of Ransomware. It likely shares code lineage with Pony 2.0, another loader whose source was previously leaked.
Fidelis Cybersecurity has incorporated known network and file-based indicators to provide clients with alerting/detection
capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis Endpoint products.

Emotet

Emotet, also identified as Heodo/Geodo; remains a dominant cybercriminal threat. It has proven to be adaptive and resilient
despite a significant and well-coordinated multi-national takedown operation over a year ago. Emotet resurfaced with the
assistance of the Trickbot botnet in November 2021. Recent campaign iterations (Epoch5) continue to leverage the SilentBuilder
dropper.
Emotet likely shares historical code lineage with Dridex. Originally designed as a banking Trojan, it now primarily functions as a
loader for other malware leading to intrusions which result in ransomware deployment (e.g., Ryuk/Sodinokibi). Associated threat
group(s) include Gold Cabin, Mummy Spider, and Mealybug. Fidelis Cybersecurity has incorporated known network and filebased indicators to provide clients with alerting/detection capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis Endpoint
products.

SolarMarker

Threat actors deploying SolarMarker are likely testing their deployment against victims through Windows Installer (MSI) packages.
SolarMarker (also identified as Jupyter, Polazert) is an info-stealer with backdoor functionality. It is primarily delivered through
malicious manipulation of Search Engine Optimization (Blackhat SEO) luring victims into downloading document droppers. Fidelis
Cybersecurity has incorporated known network and file-based indicators to provide clients with alerting/detection
capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis Endpoint products.

PYSA

Protect Your System Amigo (PYSA) is a ransomware deployed by cybercriminal groups since at least December 2019. Also
identified as Mespinoza, this ransomware has likely impacted 700+ organizations over the last three years, quickly becoming one
of the most prevalent ransomware variants observed in the wild. Organizations targeted by PYSA operators are within the United
States and the United Kingdom. Fidelis Cybersecurity has incorporated known network and file-based indicators to provide
clients with alerting/detection capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis Endpoint products.

BlackGuard

BlackGuard is a relatively new commodity info-stealer sold on Russian-language cybercriminal forums (e.g., Exploit) for a
nominal price ($700 lifetime purchase, $200 monthly) by blackteam007. This makes the platform accessible for a wide range of
threat actors of various skill and motivation. Info-stealers are designed to primarily target and exfiltrate stored credentials and
session data for popular applications and services used by the victim. BlackGuard impacts Windows hosts, broadly targeting
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popular Cryptocurrency wallets, VPN (Virtual Private Network) applications, FTP (File Transfer Protocol) applications, Gaming
applications, Instant Messenger applications, Cookies, and Browser history.
BlackGuard and similar info-stealers are almost certainly operated to fuel other cybercriminal marketplace offerings where
accounts of value (e.g., gaming, or streaming services) are often separately commoditized. Info-stealers also support ‘access
vendors’ who either broker their access into environments to other criminals (e.g., ransomware operators) for a cut of the
proceeds, or who sell their valuable credentials (e.g., VPN, FTP, RDP) wholesale. A commodity offering, BlackGuard can also
likely be purchased by a state-sponsored actor looking to deploy its capable features without involving the risk of attribution.
BlackGuard comes loaded with multiple anti-analysis checks, string obfuscation, and it won’t execute on systems which identify
with a CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) region code. Such region controls are common for malware operators who
do not wish to attract scrutiny from the Russian authorities. BlackGuard exfiltrates stolen data under the cloak of an established
SSL/TLS (HTTPS) session with its command-and-control (C2) server. Fidelis Cybersecurity has incorporated known network
and file-based indicators to provide clients with alerting/detection capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis
Endpoint products.

Tarrask

Tarrask is a malware toolset likely leveraged by the Chinese state-sponsored threat actor HAFNIUM. Tarrask is essentially a
backdoor agent with defensive evasion capabilities which allow it to run as a hidden scheduled task (persistence). Tarrask
hides itself by modifying and/or removing task attributes and attempting to conceal itself from incident response teams during
forensic discovery.
Tarrask removes its SD (Security Descriptor) registry values, allowing it to be concealed from Windows Task Scheduler and
standard schtasks /query commands often run by an intrusion analyst during forensic discovery. To achieve the privileges
necessary for the registry modifications, Tarrask utilizes a token theft technique to assume the privileges of a Windows process
with SYSTEM level authority (e.g., lsass.exe). This allows it to delete elements of its registry footprint.
The HAFNIUM Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) was one of the first groups to leverage the infamous ProxyLogon set of
vulnerabilities, and they will likely continue to exploit unpatched zero-day vulnerabilities to establish initial access, while
leveraging tools such as Impacket for lateral movement and evasive backdoors similar to Tarrask for persistence. Fidelis
Cybersecurity has incorporated known network and file-based indicators to provide clients with alerting/detection
capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis Endpoint products.

INCONTROLLER (PipeDream)

A recently discovered Industrial Control System (ICS) malware designed to target machine automation networks,
INCONTROLLER, also identified as PipeDream, is likely developed by Russian state-sponsored adversaries (e.g., Sandworm)
for the purpose of sabotage. It causes service disruption and potentially physical destruction of the targeted ICS equipment/
network.
INCONTROLLER consists of three modules (sub-components) which facilitate its capabilities:
•
•
•

TAGRUN: Scans for and enumerates Open Platform Communication (OPC) servers, brute forces credentials, reads/writes
OPC tag values.
CODECALL: Communication framework which leverages Modbus and Codesys, common industrial control protocols.
CODECALL contains specific modules targeting Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) built by Schneider Electric.
OMSHELL: Communication framework designed to enumerate and interact with Omron PLCs over HTTP, Telnet or the
Omron FINS protocol. It can also interact with Omron servo drives (used in precision motor control).

Multiple APT Groups Deploying Ukraine-themed Phishing Lures
As the Russo-Ukraine conflict continues, state-sponsored threat actors (those not likely to be directly associated with the conflict)
are taking full advantage of the opportunity through crafted Ukraine-themed phishing lures. Advanced Persistent Threat
(APT) groups such as El Machete, Lyceum, and SideWinder are distributing phishing lures which leverage malicious macros
or template injection techniques (malicious code dynamically loaded via remote connection) to deliver their malware payloads.
Fidelis Cybersecurity has incorporated known network and file-based indicators provide clients with alerting/detection
capabilities through our Fidelis Network and Fidelis Endpoint products.
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El Machete was observed distributing phishing emails to financial organizations in Nicaragua. The malicious attachment
contained an article titled “Planes Oscuros del regimen neo-Nazi de Ucrainia” (Dark Plans of the neo-Nazi regime in
Ukraine). The original article was purportedly published by Alexander Khokholikov, the Russian Ambassador to Nicaragua.
º

•

The lure document executed a multi-stage intrusion chain which leveraged Adobe.msi and base64 obfuscated content
embedded within a personal Blogspot page. It then dynamically retrieved further C2 parameters to download and
execute a LokiBot variant. LokiBot is a commodity info-stealer once broadly sold on cybercriminal forums ($300 USD) by
the actor Lokistov (a.k.a. Carter). It has been active in the wild since at least 2015. Current iterations are likely ‘cracked’
versions of the original bot which have allowed actors of various skill and sophistication to operate the info-stealer
without having to purchase it.
Lyceum was observed spear-phishing an Israeli energy company with emails bearing the subject “Russian war crimes
in Ukraine.” The emails presented embedded links to a document dropper containing malicious macros. In a separate
instance, Lyceum also distributed executables disguised as PDF attachments within their phishing emails.
º

•

The lure documents executed a multi-stage intrusion chain which leverages either a .NET or Golang backdoor,
dependent on the instance:
■ DNS backdoor (.NET) – modified version of DNSdig tool.
■ TCP backdoor (.NET) – leverages raw TCP socket connections to communicate with C2 server.
■ HTTP backdoor (Golang) – initiates connection with C2 sending an empty request with URI /GO/1.php; registers
victims with URI /GO/1.php.

SideWinder was observed phishing Pakistani entities with malicious document attachments titled “Focused talk on Russian
Ukraine Conflict Impact on Pakistan.” This specific campaign leveraged an evasion technique known as template injection,
whereby malicious code is dynamically loaded via remote connection once the document is opened so that the phishing lure
can pass initial static inspection at the network and email gateways.
º

The lure document in this instance leveraged a template for CVE-2017-11882; the infamous ‘Equation Editor’ exploit.
Fidelis Cybersecurity routinely detects use of this exploit in the wild, and it remains an active threat. It is commonly
leveraged by a broad range of threat actors of various skill and motivation.

º

SideWinder leverages a .NET info-stealer type payload (SystemApp.dll) which, according to multiple sources, largely
has not changed across campaigns since 2019.
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Metrics | April 2022
Malware
Telemetry
Fidelis Cybersecurity enabled clients to defend their networks from 170K+ (171,824) malware threats of high severity (e.g.,
Ransomware, Trojans, Backdoors, Exploit Kits, Loaders, Droppers) encountered in April 2022. The following are the top malware
variants (by volume) Fidelis Cybersecurity detected through telemetry:
[1] Andromeda
•
A modular Trojan; active since at least 2011.
•
Also identified as Gamarue or Wauchos.
•
Primarily used as a loader for other malware, including ransomware.
•
There is likely a ‘cracked’ builder in circulation for v2.06.
[2] Chanitor
•
Downloader; active in the wild since at least 2013.
•
Also identified as Hancitor; historically associated to threats such as Pony and Vawtrak.
•
Commonly delivered through phishing (e.g., GoogleDoc Links & DocuSign/Invoice Themes).
[3] TrickBot
•
Originally a modular Banking Trojan with historical code lineage to Dyre/Dyreza.
•
Now functions primarily as a Loader; active in the wild since at least 2016.
•
Associated with intrusion chains involving Conti ransomware, TA505, UNC18178, Wizard Spider.
[4] Marcher
•
Android banking trojan targeting mobile platforms, active in the wild since at least 2016.
•
Also identified as Exobot; primary infection vector has historically leveraged smishing (e.g., phishing over SMS/
MMS) lures.
•
Marcher uses an application overlay method to harvest a victims’ financial data when they access popular mobile
banking or securities trading accounts.
[5] njRAT
•
Remote Access Trojan (RAT); active in the wild since at least 2012.
•
Also identified as Bladabindi; use historically associated with Southwest Asian state-sponsored actors (e.g.,
Gorgon Group, APT41, Transparent Tribe).
•
Likely to be many derivative variants in circulation (various source code leaks).’

Trending In-the-Wild
There is some contrast against what open-source intelligence sources are observing and reporting for trending malware
submissions and analysis April 2022:
AbuseCH
•
Resur (Generic Detection)
•
Picsys (Generic Detection
•
Quackbot
•
Blackmoon
•
IRCbot (Generic Detection
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Dridex
•
Originally designed to be an extensible and modular banking Trojan, Dridex now primarily functions as a loader for
other malware leading to intrusions which result in ransomware deployment.
•
Referenced in official sanctions against Evil Corp, by Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC) – given it’s pervasive
use by this group.
•
Likely shares code-lineage with Bugat/Cridex; active since at least 2013.
Quakbot
•
Also identified as Qbot or Qakbot; active since at least 2007.
•
A modular Trojan and capable banking Trojan, primarily leveraged now as a loader for other malware leading to
intrusions which result in ransomware deployment.
AgentTesla
•
Also identified as TeslaAgent or Negasteal; active since at least 2014.
•
A .NET based RAT and info-stealer with the ability among others, to log keystrokes and pilfer victims’ clipboard
data.
•
Once commoditized and readily available to threat actors of various sophistication levels for less than $100 USD
in Bitcoin.
TrickBot
•
Well-established reputation as versatile banking Trojan; regularly updated and highly modular - primarily
functioning as a loader for other malware leading to intrusions which result in ransomware deployment.
•
Active since 2016; likely shares code-lineage from Zeus-styled banking Trojan Dyre/Dyreza.
•
Trickbot almost certainly supported the rebuild of the Emotet botnet last Fall- distributing Emotet through Trickbots’
existing infrastructure.
•
The TrickBot development team has likely been absorbed into the Conti ransomware group.
Emotet
•
Also identified as Heodo/Geodo; likely shares historical code lineage with Dridex.
•
Originally designed as a banking Trojan - primarily functioning as a loader for other malware leading to intrusions
which result in ransomware deployment (e.g., Ryuk/Sodinokibi).
•
Associated with threat group(s) Gold Cabin, Mummy Spider, Mealybug.
•
Infrastructure taken down in January 2021; rebuilt with Trickbot in November 2021.
Ursnif
•
Also identified as Snifula or Gozi, Ursnif is a modular trojan that is now commonly leveraged as a loader or standalone info stealer by adversaries of various skill and motivation.
•
Active in the wild since at least 2013, Ursnif likely shares code lineage with ISFB.
BlackMoon
•
Also identified as KrBanker (Korean Banker), BlackMoon has been active in the wild since at least 2014.
•
Primarily targets South Korean victims.
•
Harvests financial data through modification of hosts file, redirecting to custom content designed to siphon
credentials and account details for online banking or securities trading platforms.
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Vulnerabilities
Telemetry
Our tailored and community integrated detections helped clients to orient and respond to over 4K+ (4,630) critical vulnerability
exploitation attempts across 14 distinct vulnerabilities in April 2022. Leading the pack for exploitation attempts again for April was
CVE-2021-26858, a Remote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability most likely to be leveraged by threat actors in the ‘ProxyLogon’
exploitation chain against vulnerable on-premises Microsoft Exchange servers.

Active Exploitation
We continue to observe significant exploitation activity for much older vulnerabilities indicating that threat actors will continue
taking advantage of opportunities. Vulnerabilities in user-software such as Microsoft Office provide a unique opportunity for threat
actors to gain a foothold when network perimeter posture is hardened. The following vulnerabilities represent 97% of the observed
vulnerability exploitation attempts for March 2022:
CVE-2021-26858
(Microsoft Exchange - Remote Code Execution) accounted for approximately 81% of the observed vulnerability exploitation
attempts for April 2022. This vulnerability is most likely to be leveraged by threat actors in the ‘ProxyLogon’ exploitation
chain against vulnerable on-premise Microsoft Exchange servers.
CVE-2017-11882
(Microsoft Office – Remote Code Execution) accounted for approximately 15% of the observed vulnerability exploitation
attempts for April 2022. Infamously known as the ‘Equation Editor’ vulnerability, allows user-assisted (e.g., opening the file)
arbitrary code execution against Microsoft Office v2007SP3, v2010SP2, v2013SP1, and v2016. This specific vulnerability
highlighted the inherent risk in the porting of legacy code libraries as the equation editor module in these Microsoft
Office versions allowed actors to side-step modern anti-exploitation mitigations (e.g., ASLR – Address Space Layout
Randomization) and achieve remote code execution through buffer-overflow. Most likely to be leveraged by threat actors
delivering phishing lures.
CVE-2018-0802
(Microsoft Office – Remote Code Execution) accounted for 1% of the observed vulnerability exploitation attempts for April
2022. A separate memory corruption vulnerability plaguing Equation Editor, following the update patch mitigations for CVE2017-11882. Most likely to be leveraged by threat actors delivering phishing lures.
CVE-2018-8414
(Windows Shell – Remote Code Execution) accounted for less than 1% of the observed vulnerability exploitation attempts
for April 2022. Vulnerability results from improper path validation and impacts Windows 10/Server. This vulnerability is likely
to be leveraged by threat actors in a phishing lure (e.g., enticing a user to open a specially crafted file or click a link where
maliciously crafted file is staged).
CVE-2021-44228
Log4j2 – Remote Code Execution) accounted for less than 1% of the observed vulnerability exploitation attempts for April
2022. Impacts Log4j2 v2.0beta9 - 2.12.1 and 2.13.0 - 2.15.0. Confirmed active exploitation in the wild by actors of various
sophistication and motivation. PoC code is available.
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Emerging
The following (weighted) emerging vulnerability threats this period, derived from our proprietary vulnerability tracking and scoring
system – enhanced with context.

[1] CVE-2022-26809
•
(MSRPC – Remote Code Execution)
•
Exploitation occurs through a specially crafted Remote
Procedure Call (RPC).
•
Results in remote code execution server-side with the
inherited permissions of RPC service.
•
Impacts multiple instances of Windows 7-11, Server
2008 – 2022. If patching is not immediately possible,
Microsoft advises blocking ports 135, 139, and 445 at
the perimeter.
[2] CVE-2022-22965
•
(Java Spring Framework – Remote Code Execution)
•
Also identified as Spring4Shell, is a remote code
execution vulnerability identified in the Java spring
framework.
•
According to publicly released proof of concept code,
exploitation likely requires specific conditions (cited in
our Key Findings above).
•
This vulnerability very likely under active exploitation.
•
PoC code is available.

[4] CVE-2022-22954
•
(VMWare Workspace ONE – Remote Code Execution)
•
Is a server-side template injection vulnerability that
can be exploited by an adversary with existing network
access, to execute arbitrary code.
[5] CVE-2022-29072
•
(7zip – Privilege Escalation)
•
Is a vulnerability that exists in a 7zip library (7zip.
dll) which results in a heap-based overflow leading to
privilege escalation.
•
If patching cannot be applied, deleting the 7-zip.chm
file in the installation directory is a recommended
workaround to mitigate exploitation.

[3] CVE-2022-21449
•
(Java – Information Disclosure)
•
Also identified as Psychic Signatures, it results from
improper implementation of Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) signature verification
introduced in Java 15.
•
Exploitation of the vulnerability potentially allows an
adversary to intercept encrypted communications (e.g.,
SSL/TLS) and authentication processes (e.g., JSON
Web Tokens).
•
It impacts Java versions 15, 16, 17, and 18. Proof-ofConcept is available.

About Fidelis Cybersecurity
Fidelis Cybersecurity, the industry innovator in Active XDR and proactive cyber defense solutions, safeguards modern IT environments
with unparalleled detection, deception, response, cloud security, and compliance capabilities. We offer full visibility across hybrid
environments via deep, dynamic asset discovery, multi-faceted context, and risk assessment. These features help minimize attackable
surface areas, automate exposure prevention, threat detection, and incident response, and provide the context, accuracy, speed, and
portability security professionals need to find and neutralize adversaries earlier in the attack lifecycle. Fidelis Cybersecurity is dedicated
to helping clients become stronger and more secure. Fidelis is trusted by many top commercial, enterprise, and government agencies
worldwide. For more information, please visit www.fidelissecurity.com
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